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About Love
 
ABOUT LOVE
 
A day comes every 24 hours
A week comes every 7 days
A month comes every 4 weeks
A year comes every 12 months
Love comes only once
so i love you
be yourself because tomorrow
it will be over.
M.MIOSEA
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Already A Parent
 
I didn't know the pain
I didn't know the consequences
It was fun, interesting
I even forgot who i  am
but now tears after tears
 
how could i take care of the child
how could i describe it to other boys
how could i show myself in public again
sometimes i get upset but that won't change anything
what's done is done
i have to accept it or not
i am already a parent
 
time for me to enjoy
my childhood is gone away
will i ever get it back again?
no i don't have education
i don't have dignity
but there's only one thing that will
follow me
until i die
I AM ALREADY A PARENT...
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I Am Here For You
 
I AM HERE FOR YOU
Girl i am here for you
all those times at night
when you just hurt me
and just ran out with other boy
i knew about it
i just didn't care
you just don't understand
how much i love you
i am not about to go out
and cheat on you all night
just like you did
but that's all right
hey, i love you anyway
and i am still gonna be here
for you until my dying day baby girl
right now, i am just in pain baby girl
course you just won't come back to me
please just come back
course i am here for you
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I Don'T Know Why
 
I don't know why you kill me
I don't know why you make me angry
I don't know why you push me away
I don't know why you beat me
I don't know why you love me
I don't know  why you leave me alone
I don't know why you hurt me
I don't know why you ignore me
I don't know why you want me to accept your mistakes
 
BUT PLEASE GIVE ME REASONS WHY YOU DO THIS TO ME?
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I Dream
 
I DREAM
I dream about little pretty girl
but why?
 
I see what i can't  handle
but what it is?
 
I dream lot of laugh
but with who?
 
I dream a ring
but where does it come from?
 
and all of a sudden
i was not exactly dreaming
it is real
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I Prefer
 
I prefer to love someone
because i want to make relationship with her
I prefer to be loved
because i love everyone
 
I prefer to use my talent
because one day i want to be a hero
I prefer to go to school
because one day i want to be educated
 
I prefer to live
because one day i want to reach my gaols
I prefer to be a doctor
because one day i want to cure HIV/AIDS
 
I prefer to listen
because i want to gain knowledge
I prefer to remember
because i don't want to forget
 
I prefer to say goodbye
because you will see me next time if tomorrow never come
ONE DAY IS ONE DAY...
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Is Hard To
 
Is hard to cry, but is easy to smile
Is hard to forget, but is easy to remember
Is hard to run, but is easy to walk
Is hard to knock, but is easy to enter
Is hard to say hello, but is easy to blush
Is hard to say i love you, but is easy to prove it
Is hard to say good-bye, but is easy to go
Is hard to say goodnight, but is easy to sleep
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Life Is Not Waste
 
Having unprotected sex may not prove bold,
but will turn you permanently cold,
life is too precious to be sold,
don't die like those who say they weren't told.
 
TAKING OVER THE
WORLD LIKE A STORM
 
Let's try and be  brave,
control ourself and learn to behave
AND LIVE A BETTER LIFE
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Love Is Blind!
 
There is a girl
that  i love
I don't have a choice
because i love  that girl
no one can tell me anything
I don't care about people
I care about that girl
my eyes feel dizzy
I love that girl
more than anything
I'M SERIOUS VERY SERIOUS
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My Feelings
 
MY FEELINGS
 
Possibility gives me tripping
thinking of what could be
between you and me
still i need to know
should i keep this feelings
or let it go
i can't wait no more
now is the time to speak
and show me what you feel
so tell me if you want to take a chance
on something real
course a  boy like me
is just a different
from all the rest
never gonna settle
for second best
could it be a girl like you
that would give me anything
if i ask her to take all my dreams
and make them true
show me all the reasons that you
love to be with a boy like me
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My Future
 
Yesterday is gone, forget it
Tomorrow does not exist, don't worry
Today is here, lets carry on
The future is unknown
Lets thanks God
For his showers of blessing over us
After few days of pleasure
After heavy losses of opportunities
After long days of misfortunes
God has made me to understand
That what so ever comes in my way
Is my future.
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My Smile
 
You get me closer to my relative
you makes me popular
but sometimes you makes me angry
when i need you, you always come
sometimes you come to get me into trouble
but my smile always
pleased my girlfriend
i love you for that
you called i ignore, you come and tell me
how much you love me
but you have another boyfriend
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Playground Love
 
PLAYGROUND LOVE
 
When you smile at me this morning
i store your smile in my lays
which was half, full and i knew you would
want me to starve
so please, if i bring another lays tomorrow
will you smile for me
 
...MY SMILE...
A HAPPY FACE OF EVERYDAY
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Shine
 
Not everyone will like you
from time to time problems will stick you
but carry on doing what  you do best
explore new things
like a bird which has just left its nest
if you progress great
 
know that people will see you as a threat
forget about them and treat yourself like a trinket
be a slave  to your goal
this is your life so take control
grab every opportunity
 
Stop using the excuse of not having a certain facility
and start working course the clock is ticking
if you decide to waste time,
know that your future  is sinking
work really hard but at the same have fun
 
Do what pleases you course it is impossible
to please everyone
no matter what do some people will hate you
but keep your head up
each and every person was made to succeed
and to do that PASSION and AMBITION
is what you need
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Sorry For Prentending
 
Sorry for your time i wasted                                                               Sorry for
the opportunities i could not fulfill
Sorry for your money that you wasted on me
You took me to the hotels
You showed me the importance of having girlfriend
You showed me which is wrong and which is right
You gave me support
In all my weakness
You loved me so much'
In the way that i didn't understand,
but i didn't love you
I was just behind your money
But all in all,
Sorry for pretending.
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Where Do I Come From?
 
I come from a loving area
a caring province
a country that is very talented
a country that has pride in agriculture
 
I come from a respective family
and friendly friends
 
Where i come from there are  blue
seas and oceans where all animals
that lives in there finds peace in there
 
Where i come from the are green mountains and trees
where birds fly and sit
 
A country where we all sits at night
looking at the stars to shoot so we can
make wishes we said let there be peace
and there was peace
 
I come from a country
that knows where it comes from 
and where it  goes
and that country is SOUTH AFRICA
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Why You Do This To Me?
 
Every time when i get close to you,
you push me away.
Every time when i try to kiss you,
you make excuses
Every time when i try to talk about us,
you change the subject.
Every time when i try to call you,
your phone is off.
Every time when i want us to meet,
you say you're busy.
Every time when i want to visit you,
you tell me you are going somewhere.
Every time when i call you to come over my place,
you telling me that you're sick or busy.
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